Open Space Issues

I. Weave open spaces of differing types, scales, levels into:

   Riverfront areas

   Villages and residential areas (e.g. “pocket parks”)

   The Stadium area
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II. Use open spaces as visual and physical “connectors” between:

- The North and South Bank
- Neighborhoods & districts
- Urban Fabric and Waterfront
- Key local “attractions”
- Other open spaces
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III. Push boundaries of traditional “park” use to:

Allow for broad range of distinct uses without sacrificing a holistic quality

Encourage Multi-Level and Multiple Layers of Design
Integrate housing, industry, commercial uses into riverfront “open spaces”
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IV. Create small- and large-scale spaces

V. Integrate into a larger system
   Incorporate education and natural resource conservation
   Re-use industrial sites

VI. Incorporate cultural elements and cues as identity-building features